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6

Abstract7

Due to a rapid development in the field of information and communication, the information8

technologies yielded novel changes in both individual and organizational operations. Therefore,9

the accessibility of information became easier and more convenient than before, and malicious10

approaches such as hacking or spying aimed at various information kept increasing. With the11

aim of preventing malicious approaches, both classification and detecting malicious traffic are12

vital. Therefore, our research utilized various deep learning and machine learning models for13

better classification. The given dataset consists of normal and malicious data and these data14

types are png files. In order to achieve precise classification, our experiment consists of three15

steps. Firstly, only vanilla CNN was used for the classification and the highest score was 86.216

17

Index terms—18

1 Introduction a) Background19

nformation and communication have experienced rapid growth in many ways over the past three generations.20
In particular, as the 3V (Volume, Velocity, and Variety) of information intensifies, users’ freedom to access21
quality information also increases. Information technologies have brought new changes in both information usage22
between individuals and in business operations, such as introducing computerization to corporate marketing23
methods and sales management (Sanaei & Sobhani, 2018). However, as the communication environment develops24
in this digital transformation process, malicious approaches such as hacking or spying aimed at user personal25
information, corporate confidentiality, and financial information become a problem (Layton, 2021).26

Ransom DDos, which accounts for the largest number of DDoS attacks carried out in 2020, is also achieved27
through service paralysis attacks that drain the system’s resources by creating huge amounts of packets, similar28
to conventional DDoS attacks, and bandwidth exhaustion attacks that exhaust TCP connections. In addition,29
numerous global hacking groups are openly attacking and threatening companies in the financial sector and30
manufacturing industries to compensate for money while hiding in the anonymity of virtual currency. Therefore,31
detecting large -scale broadband networks and analyzing harmful traffic in advance, along with intrusion detection32
systems operating on a specific network or set list, is an important technology that can block malicious attacks33
from the source (Williams, 2021). We call data which causes security problems with bad intentions ’malicious34
traffic’. Malicious traffic causes security problems for individuals, businesses or countries and damages the device.35
In order to detect malicious traffic, there must be a technology which can distinguish between normal traffic and36
malicious traffic (Rose, 2021). The graph below shows a share of global web application attack traffic as of April37
2018, by originating country (Statista, 2021). Most existing studies classified malicious and normal traffic with38
csv type files. Therefore, there were limited ways to classify malicious and normal traffic. More AI models can be39
used by using image files, not just csv files. In order to use more AI models, this study classified malicious and40
normal traffic with image data, allowing various deep learning models such as CNN, Xception and BI-GRU to be41
applied. To optimize image files for deep learning models, we preprocessed the images and applied them to diverse42
AI models. First of all, we applied CNN based models and altered the optimizers such as adam, nadam, sgd,43
rmsprop in order to find the best optimizers. Secondly, we extracted the features from the image data through44
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4 A) DATA DESCRIPTION

CNN and applied it to tree-based Machine learning models, such as Decision Tree Classifier, Random Forest45
Classifier and Extra Tree Classifier. Lastly, a hybrid deep learning based approach was used, which combines46
CNNbased Xception and RNN-based BI-GRU.47

2 c) Related Works48

Mohiuddin Ahmed and Abdun Naser Mahmood developed a framework for collective anomaly detection using49
k-means model, to discover abnormal traffics that look legitimate but are in fact targeted to disrupt normal50
computing environments (in this paper, DoS attack). The experiment results are based on a widely accepted51
DARPA dataset for intrusion detection from MIT Lincoln Laboratory. Input data extracted from network traffic,52
<SrcIP, DstIP, Protocol, Payload Length> is used for clustering and the data showed high probability of being53
DoS attack. CAD’s key idea is that a group of traffic flows collectively. The paper identified DoS and other54
similar attacks as collective anomaly based on x-means clustering, a variant of k-means algo and eight times55
faster than k-means. CAD’s accuracy was compared against CBLOF, LDCOF and k-means algorithms, and the56
result was 97%, 85%, 93% and 83% respectively (Ahmed & Mahmood, 2014).57

Radford et al. demonstrated that network behaviors can be learned from traffic metadata using LSTM RNNs58
(which is able to detect patterns of traffic indicative of malicious computer system use without the assistance of59
labeled training data and visibility into each machine’s internal state or processes) applied for anomaly detection.60
The research was motivated by cyber security (whose applications have been shifted from signature based61
matching methods to machine learning and statistical models) and NLP (communications between networked62
devices are captured in ordered sequence and the team expected its rule to be similar to grammar). They used a63
dataset that represents seven days of simulated network traffic with attack behaviors (such as infiltration, DoS,64
DDoS and SSH attack), from IDS tasks from the University of New Brunswick’s Canadian Institute for Cyber65
security and ISCX. In methodology, each LSTM layer is composed of 50 hidden cells with linear activation,66
linear activation on the first layer and rectified linear activation on the second layer. Initial embedding layer67
projects input sequence from V unique tokens into a dense 100dimensional vector space. Entire dataset was68
trained with a ten-token sliding window, where each model was trained to predict the subsequent (eleventh)69
token. As a result, models based on proto-byte sequences produce higher AUC scores than any model based70
on service port sequence (Radford et al., 2018). R.Yuan, Z.Li and X.Guan proposed SVM-based ML model for71
internet traffic classification. The data has been obtained from a backbone router of the campus network of the72
author’s university, 8-hour traffic data on a Gbps Ethernet link within a week. The packets were separated into73
unidirectional flow depending on five tuples (srcIP, desIP, Prot, srcPort, desPort) and combined into bi-directional74
flows from the overlapping time spans of the flows. 19 parameters were computed from the packet headers to be75
the discriminators for the classification algorithms and all parameters are obtainable in real time from the packet76
header, without storing the packet. SVM model classified the data with 19 parameters, which has been pretreated77
using logarithm function. 10-fold cross validation analyzed 4 kernel functions’ accuracy and RBF showed highest78
accuracy, 93.38%. The classes with more training samples (WWW and service) had low false negative ratios79
(0.20% and 0.00% respectively), which is comparatively smaller than classes with fewer training samples. To80
find an optimizing discriminator, a sequential forward selection method was used and the weighted average of81
classification accuracy across all traffic classes is 99.42%. 99.42% accuracy has been achieved with regular biased82
training, 97.17% with unbiased sample. RBF kernel based SVM model is also applicable to encrypted network83
traffic and real-time traffic identification. Since supervised machine learning has inadequacy in that it requires a84
large labeled dataset, they look forward to combining supervised and unsupervised machine learning with feature85
parameters obtainable early in the traffic flow for fleet and precise internet traffic classification (Yuan et al.,86
2008).87

As crimes in computer networks expand, realtime analysis has become essential in network intrusion detection88
systems (IDS). Enhanced encryption and new ways of avoiding detection led to the need for exquisite classification89
technology. Traditional method (port based classification) and its advanced method (payload based classification)90
both showed shortage and thus researchers started to utilize ML in IDS to detect malicious activities.91

3 Materials and Methods92

4 a) Data Description93

The dataset is collected from the kaggle website, which is available at https://www.kaggle.com/ sohelranaccse-94
lab/trfffffffffffffffff/metadata. This dataset is described in the research paper ”Intrusion Detection using Network95
Traffic Profiling and Machine Learning for IoT Applications”. The given data source includes 856 photos of 51896
malicious traffic photos and 338 normal traffic photos. It is supposed to perform binary classification. As the97
dataset contains less images for the deep learning algorithms, we utilized image data generator function from98
the Keras for the data augmentation. Furthermore, all of the images in the dataset were divided into 255 for99
the standardi zation (MALICIOUS NETWORK TRAFFIC PCAPS-202, 2021). Convolutional neural network100
(CNN) is one of the main artificial intelligence(AI) models to recognize and classify images. When the CNN101
model classifies an image, the image is used as an input and the feature values are extracted by the CNN model102
as output. Some neurons in the previous layer are connected to individual neurons in the next layer and this103
local correlation is called the receptive field and forms a weight vector. The regional features are extracted by104
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using a receptive field. Since neurons in the plane share the same weight, similar features at different regions105
of the input data can be searched. Filter or kernel is the weight vector of CNN which slides the input vector106
to create the feature map. The method of sliding the filter horizontally and vertically to make weight vectors is107
called convolutional operation. The convolutional operation extracts features from the input image in a single108
layer which is representing a unique feature. Due to the local receptive field, the number of parameters to train109
decreases a lot. Once a feature is detected, the exact region of a feature becomes less important. Then, the110
pooling layer reduces trainable parameters in order to speed up the operation, prevent over fitting problems111
and enable translation invariance. At last, a fully connected layer, which has the same shape as a deep neural112
network (DNN), executes classification (Indolia et al., 2018). Vanila neural network, so called as an artificial113
neural network (ANN) or deep neural network (DNN) mainly consists of 3 different layers, including input layers,114
hidden layers, and output layers. However, as the ANN and DNN have lower performance in computer vision115
and natural language processing (NLP), novel algorithms were invented for the higher accompli-shment. CNN is116
the most widely used for computer vision and RNN for the NLP. LSTM and GRU algorithms are representative117
models of the RNN and they have achieved better performance compared to the vanilla RNN (Cheon et al.,118
2021). GRU is mainly composed of two gates; reset gate and update gate. The reset gate aims to reset the119
historical information from the previous hidden layers (Cho et al., 2014). Therefore, after multiplying the value120
(0, 1) by the previous hidden layer, the sigmoid function is utilized as an activation function of the output. The121
update gate determines a proportion of both present and past information and the output from the update gate122
regulates the amount of information at present. In the candidate hidden state, it determines what to erase from123
the previous time step by multiplying the reset gate and the previous hidden state. Lastly, for the final hidden124
state, it aims to calculate the hidden layer at the present point by combining the result of the update gate and125
the result of the candidate hidden state (Chung et al., 2014)..126

5 Proposed Model127

With the aim of enhancing the performance of our model, we combined Xception model, which is a transfer128
learning method pre-trained with imagenet dataset, and bidirectional GRU. As the bidirectional model allows129
an end to end training of whole parameters in the model, it has been utilized for the elevated performance. A130
lambda layer is used for combining the Xception model and bidirectional GRU because the output dimension131
of the Xception model and the input dimension of the bidirectional GRU are not compatible. The Nadam and132
binary cross entropy were utilized as optimizer and loss function, respectively.133

IV.134

6 Results135

7 a) Comparison of accuracy scores136

Accuracy scores were derived from the diverse machine learning and deep learning algorithms. In the first137
experiment, accuracy scores for each optimizer, ’Nadam’, ’rmsprop’, ’adam’ and ’SGD’ are extracted from the138
vanilla CNN and the highest one is 86.2% from ’Nadam’ optimizer. Various machine learning classifiers were used139
instead of fully connected layers of the vanilla CNN for the second experiment. Decision tree classifier brought140
out 71%, random forest classifier yielded 86% and extra tree classifier achieved 87% of accuracy score. Lastly,141
while the Xception model with ’adam’ attained 62 % of accuracy score, the ’Xception + Bi-GRU’ model brought142
out a 95.6% accuracy score, which was the highest one. Furthermore, as shown by the two graphs below, training143
accuracy is gradually increasing while training loss is gradually decreasing, which shows that training is done144
flawlessly.145

8 Discussion & Limitation146

Although our experiment was successful, there exist several limitations. Even though deep learning methods147
and machine learning methods are utilized for various approaches, only tree based machine learning models were148
used for the classification. Furthermore, another limitation lies on the given dataset which contains relatively149
fewer images for the deep learning models. For instance, other traffic dataset contains numerous samples of150
normal traffic data while involving less samples of malicious traffic. Therefore, previous researches conducted151
classification with anomaly detection algorithms such as local outlier or isolation forest. However, the dataset we152
used in our experiment has a restriction in that the number of samples is small for both normal and malicious153
dataset, which hampers us to construct the deep learning models for the anomaly detection.154

9 Principal Finding155

When it comes to detecting malicious network traffic, we suggest the Xception + Bi-GRU model since it156
demonstrates a higher accuracy score (95.6%) than other models. The model showed the highest accuracy score,157
4% higher than Extra Tree Classifier and 5% higher than the most sophisticated CNN + Machine Learning158
models. This experiment conducts technical significance by successfully combining CNN based Xception and159
RNN based Bi-GRU. Our research revealed that hybrid deep learning models surpass the vanilla models when160
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11 CONCLUSION

detecting malicious traffic. Furthermore, we detected and visualized the abnormal part of the malicious image161
via Grad-Cam which made our research have a considerable outcome compared to other existing research.162

10 VI.163

11 Conclusion164

Proposed hybrid model ’Xception + BI-GRU’ brought out the highest accuracy score compared to any other AI165
models. This model showed an accuracy of about 95 percent in classifying the given dataset. With Grad -Cam, we166
can visualize the reason why our model classified images into specific classes. Our research achieved meaningful167
results but there also exist several limitations. For combining deep learning and machine learning models for168
hybrid approach, only tree-based machine learning models were used. In addition, our given dataset contains169
relatively few images for training the deep learning models, which is not sufficient condition for the adequate170
experiment. In addition, due to this lack of dataset, we could not apply anomaly detection algorithms which171
were mainly used in the previous research. Despite these limitations, our experiment reveals that the hybrid172
model yields a higher accuracy score than implementing a deep learning model solely. Furthermore, Grad-Cam173
differentiated our research from other research through visualizing the anomaly part of the malicious data. For174
further research, 1 2

1

Figure 1: Figure 1 :
175
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Figure 3: Figure 2 :
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Figure 4: Figure 3 :
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Figure 5: Figure 4 :
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Figure 6: Figure 5 :
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Figure 8: Figure 7 :
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Figure 9: Figure 8 :Figure 9 :
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we would attain higher accuracy scores and also construct a CNN based anomaly detection model.176
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